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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the issue of building efficient and flexible
data broadcast programs for a multiple physical channel environment. The goal
of our work has been twofold: (a) to minimize the cost of building the broadcast
program and (b) to minimize the average access latency for data requests of mo-
bile clients. To achieve both goals, a highly flexible scheduler, called FlexSched,
is proposed, taking a divide-and-conquer approach to solve the data scheduling
problem. To determine the optimal allocation of the data to the existing physical
channels, FlexSched initially makes a single scan over the vector of access prob-
abilities of the data items and assigns them to the broadcast channels based on
the square-root formula of optimal bandwidth usage, i.e., data items are mapped
to channels in proportion to the square-root of their access probabilities.For each
physical channel a skewed broadcast schedule is then produced byfirst assigning
each data item to its own data group and then iteratively merging neighboring
data groups so that the overall average access time of the initial scheduleis con-
tinously reduced. The merging procedure terminates if there are no more neigh-
boring data groups in the program whose merging would further decrease the
overall average access latency. An extensive performance study confirms the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of FlexSched. It is shown that FlexSchedsignificantly
outperforms existing data scheduling schemes, while being able to generate the
broadcast schedule with an average time complexity ofO(N log N).

1 Introduction

Wireless data broadcasting has been identified as a powerfuland efficient way to de-
liver timely information to a large number of clients, anytime, anywhere, and anyhow.
Wireless data broadcast service providers such as Ambient [1], Microsoft [21], or Sky-
Tel [27] try to capitalize on the emerging business opportunities provided by the new
communication technologies and continuously disseminateinteresting private and pub-
lic information such as appointments and meeting requests,stock quotes, flight sched-
ules, traffic news and accident reports, etc. to mobile clients subscribed to their broad-
cast channels. While the systems’ communication protocols and network infrastructures
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are likely to be dissimilar, their data delivery models are very much alike: a number
of distributed resource-rich broadcast servers continuously and repeatedly disseminate
data items from a selected set of producers over pre-defined frequency intervals, while
mobile clients (e.g., wristwatches, key-chains, PDAs, etc.) passively listen to the broad-
cast channels until the desired data item comes up. Since available mobile client and
network bandwidth resources are scarce and network servicesubscribers expect the
best possible service (i.e., short data access times) at thelowest possible costs (i.e., low
subscription fees and low energy expenditure), the broadcast server needs to be con-
cerned with two critical issues when building a broadcast schedule, namely (a)access
efficiencyand (b)power expenditure.

The focus of this paper is primarily on the access efficiency issue, i.e., our goal is
to minimize the average access latency of the broadcast schedule, which is the average
number of time elapsed between the moment the client starts seeking the data item of
interest and the moment it gets that item. Unfortunately, due to the serial nature of the
broadcast medium, the average access time of a broadcast schedule is directly related to
its size and it increases when its size becomes larger. To improve the access efficiency
of the broadcast schedule, the following three design guidelines should be followed:

– If the broadcast server has access to multiple physical broadcast channels, the data
items to be transfered should be fairly distributed among those channels according
to their popularities and the channels’ bandwidth capacities.

– If the distribution of the demand probabilities of the data items is non-uniform
(which is typically the case in reality [5, 6, 11]), a skewed,rather than a flat broad-
cast should be generated in which data items appear proportional to the square-root
of their popularities.

– The broadcast schedule itself should be constructed in sucha way that the distance
between consecutive instances of the same data item is constant.

Guided by the above design principles and motivated by weaker than expected per-
formance results of the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms for skewed data access
patterns, we present a new flexible scheduling algorithm, called FlexSched. Similar to
previous work [4, 9, 13, 17, 23, 34], FlexSched assumes the existence of multiple dis-
joint broadcast channels since such an architecture allowsfor better configurability,
fault tolerance, and scalability [24, 33] and it also focuses on data indexing, rather than
on the objective of effective and efficient data scheduling alone. It does so by address-
ing the problem of generating latency-minimal broadcast schedules under the constraint
that consecutive instances of each data item are scheduled with a fixed period. Forcing
the broadcast server to produce exclusively so-calledperfectly periodic schedulesen-
ables mobile clients to significantly reduce their power expenditures by allowing them
to compute the time their desired data items are broadcast next on the basis of “obso-
lete” index information. Perfect periodicity, however, isalso a very desirable property
from the server’s point of view since it may allow the server to reuse indexes across
broadcast cycles.

Contributions. In particular, the paper makes the following contributions:

– We address the issue of generating access latency-minimal broadcast schedules by
relying on two orthogonal concepts: (a) skewed allocation of the data to the set of
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existing disjoint broadcast channels and (b) generation ofskewed data schedules
for each broadcast channel, i.e., more frequently accesseddata items are likely be
broadcast more often per broadcast cycle within the respective channel compared
to less popular ones.

– We perform an extensive experimental evaluation of the FlexSched scheduling al-
gorithm and compare the obtained results with existing state-of-the-art scheduling
algorithms.

– We show that FlexSched either outperforms or performs at least as well as the Di-
chotomic algorithm [4] which is based on dynamic programming and finds optimal
solutions for the multi-channel flat scheduling case.

– We indicate that FlexSched has a low average runtime complexity (O(N log N))
which is by a factor ofO(M) lower than that of the Dichotomic algorithm, where
N is the number of data items andM is the number of broadcast channels.

– We also provide evidence that FlexSched’s efficiency can be even further improved
by a factor ofM , whereM is again the number of broadcast channels, by par-
allelizing the construction process of the schedule on multi-processor machines.
Other algorithms, such as the Dichotomic or VFK schemes [4, 23], do not possess
this potential.

Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section
related work will be reviewed, followed by the definition of some notations and the
mathematical formulation of the theoretical foundation behind FlexSched’s structure in
Section 3. Section 4 describes the FlexSched scheduling algorithm in detail and exper-
imental results follow in Section 5. A summary of the paper ispresented in Section
6.

2 Related Work

Research issues in the field of data broadcasting have received much attention lately
and were first introduced in the field of teletext systems by Ammar and Wang [2, 3].
Existing solutions to the problem can roughly be categorized into those that attempt to
minimize theaccess latency[2–4, 8, 9, 13, 17, 23, 31, 34] and others that try to minimize
the tuning time[7, 12, 14, 15, 19, 26, 32], i.e., the amount of time a mobile client stays
active to receive the data of interest, by interleaving index information with the data
broadcast. While many studies, like the ones mentioned aboveincluding ours, address
the issue of data scheduling and indexing separately, some others, however, examine the
problem from a more integrated perspective [10, 18, 20, 24].Since our primary objective
is to minimize the expected access latency of the mobile clients, we confine ourselves
here to summarizing the findings related to this topic.

The problem of finding latency-minimal broadcast scheduleshas been extensively
discussed by both the networking and the database communities, but from slightly dif-
ferent perspectives. While the network community focuses onfinding infinite broadcast
schedules for single and multiple broadcast channels [2, 3,8, 31], the database commu-
nity seeks for perfectly periodic broadcast schedules for single and multiple broadcast
channels which can be efficiently indexed and additionally allow clients to know a priori
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when exactly the data of interest is scheduled [4, 9, 13, 17, 23, 34]. Nearly all propos-
als from the network community as well as our proposal adopt the square-root rule [2]
when addressing the issue of designing optimal cyclic broadcast schedules. In reality,
however, it may not be possible to satisfy all the conditionsimposed by the square-
root rule at the same time (see [30] for more details). To overcome this difficulty, the
researchers from the network community follow the approachof relaxing on the pe-
riodicity property of the schedule while maintaining thefrequency property, i.e., the
broadcast frequency of a data item is chosen to be proportional to the square-root of its
demand probability.

The database community as well as ourselves, on the other hand, explores the other
alternative, namely insisting on maintaining theperiodicity propertywhile giving up on
the general satisfaction of the frequency property. To produce latency-minimal broad-
cast schedules without violating the periodicity constraint in a multi-channel broadcast
environment, the generation offlat scheduleshas been proposed [4, 9, 13, 17, 23, 34].
Here, the periodicity constraint is trivially satisfied, but the allocation of the data items
to the broadcast channels becomes a challenge. This problemis solved by allocating
the data items to the available channels using askewed distribution[4, 9, 13, 17, 23, 34]
with the Dichotomic algorithm [4] being the best algorithm proposed so far. It finds op-
timal solutions for the multi-channel uniform length case in O(N M log N) time. The
problem with flat schedules in a multi-channel broadcast environment, however, is that
all data items assigned to the same physical broadcast channel are disseminated with the
same frequency. Obviously, if the demand probability of thedata items within the same
physical channel is different, the above approaches will fail to generate optimal periodic
schedules. FlexSched rectifies this problem by using bothskewed data allocationand
skewed data schedulingto produce perfectly periodic schedules.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Notations and Assumptions

Let a setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items represent (a pre-selected subset of)
a database to be broadcast over a setC = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} of M disjoint physical
broadcast channels. Each data itemdi has a demand probabilitypi (with 0 < pi 6 1)
to be accessed by clients and has a lengthli which is assumed to be the unit length,
i.e., li = 1. Clearly,

∑N
i=1

pi = 1. Note that the demand probability is obtained as an
average over all clients served by the server and there are several feedback-based meth-
ods to estimate it [22, 25, 28, 35]. Each physical broadcast channelcj has a bandwidth
capacitybcj and the total bandwidth of all channels is given byBC =

∑M
j=1

bcj . Ob-
viously, to exploit the available bandwidth capacity of each physical channel, the set
of data items has to be partitioned (somehow) into a setG = {g1, g2, . . . , gm} of M
data groups and each data groupgj is then assigned to its associated broadcast channel
cj . The cardinality of data groupgj , i.e., the number of data items collected in group
gj , is denoted by|gj |. Since the data items in data groupgj are cyclically broadcast
according to askewed schedule, the set of data items assigned to groupgj is further
segmented into a setGj = {gj,1, gj,2, . . . , gj,k} of K data groups. Each data group
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gj,k is assigned an integer-valued broadcast frequencybf int
j,k which represents the num-

ber of instances of data items belonging to groupgj,k being disseminated in a minor
broadcast cycle (MIBC). The broadcast schedule of each physical channel cj consists
of a major broadcast cycle (MBC) which, in turn, is divided into a sequence ofλj

equal-sized MIBCs (withλj > 1) of sizeSj =
∑|Gj |

k=1
bf int

j,k , where|Gj | denotes the
cardinality ofGj . Each MIBC is further subdivided into a sequence of data buckets
B = 〈B1, B2, . . . , Bn〉 which are containers for the scheduled data items and there is
no index data interleaved with the data items. Notice that a data bucket is the smallest
logical access unit of the broadcast schedule and its size isa multiple of the size of a
network packet. The cardinality of a data groupgj,k is denoted by|gj,k|, while the total
number of MIBCs in an MBC is given by:

λj = max
∀gj,k∈Gj

|gj,k|
bf int

j,k

(1)

For reasons of simplicity, we assume that all mobile clientshave complete a priori
knowledge of the broadcast schedule of each physical channel cj . We also assume that
clients may be able to listen to multiple physical channels simultaneously and may also
perform instantaneous hopping from one physical channel toanother.

3.2 Theoretical Foundation

To achieve optimal access latencies in a multi-channel broadcast environment, the fol-
lowing four scheduling conditions need to be satisfied:

– To obtain an optimal solution for partitioning a setD of data items intoM data
groups, the items should be sorted descendingly according to their access probabil-
ities and should be assigned to theM groups in consecutive order [34], i.e., for all
data itemsdi ∈ gk and alldj ∈ gl either the conditionpi 6 pj or pi > pj holds.

– The partitioning ofN data items into a setG = {g1, g2, . . . , gm} of M groups
leads to a segmentation with the following generic layout:

d1, . . . , db1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g1

, db1+1, . . . , db2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g2

, . . . , dbm−2+1, . . . , dn
︸ ︷︷ ︸

gm

,

wherebm denotes the index of the last data item that belongs to groupgm. Accord-
ing to the square-root rule for optimal bandwidth allocation [2], a partitioning ofN
data items intoM groups is optimal if the inequality

bcj ·
∑N

i=1

√
pi

BC
6

dbj∑

i=dbj−1+1

√
pi (2)

holds for all groupsgj ∈ G along with their associated broadcast channels and the
removal of any last data itemdbj

from its corresponding groupgj would violate
the above inequality. That is, the procedure of assigning unallocated, decreasingly
ordered data items to a groupgj ∈ G is to be finished whenever inequality (2) is
fulfilled for the first time.
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– To obtain an optimal schedule that provides minimal data access latency for any
physical broadcast channelcj , each data itemdi should be allocated a fractionfi

of cj ’s broadcast bandwidthbcj that is given by:

fi =

√
pi

∑bj

k=dbj−1+1

√
pk

, (3)

i.e., broadcast bandwidth should be allocated to data itemsin proportion to the
square-root of their access probabilities.

– Last not least, consecutive instances of the same data itemdi disseminated in broad-
cast channelcj should be spaced equally apart [16, 29] with spacingsi being equal
to 1/fi.

While the first two conditions can be easily fulfilled by any broadcast scheduler, the
latter two requirements may not always be realizable in practice [30]. E.g., this is the
case when the square-root rule requires instances of distinct data items to be scheduled
at the same time. As scheduling collisions are not permittedin real schedules, they dis-
allow direct enforcement of the equal-spacing assumption of the square-root rule, thus
resulting in producing only near-optimal periodic schedules. Apart from that, however,
the above specified scheduling conditions present a valuable set of theoretical design
guidelines for evolving at least close-to-optimal multi-channel broadcast schedules. We
conclude this preliminary section by summarizing the notations introduced above and
those to follow in Table 1.

Symbol Description
AT access time averaged over all data items being broadcast

AT opt lower bound on the achievable overall average access time
B sequence of data buckets
Bi i-th data bucket inB
BC total bandwidth capacity of all physical broadcast channels inC

bm−1+1 lowest index value (infimum) among the data items belonging to data
groupgm

bm largest index value (supremum) among the data items belonging to
data groupgm

bcj bandwidth capacity of thej-th physical broadcast channel
bf int

j,k integer-valued broadcast frequency of thek-th data group ofGj

bfopt
j,k optimal relative broadcast frequency of thek-th data group ofGj

bfopt
i optimal relative broadcast frequency of thei-th data item/group
C set of physical broadcast channels
cj j-th physical broadcast channel

continued on next page
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Symbol Description
D set of data items (database)
di i-th data item of databaseD
δi difference betweenbfopt

i andbf int
i of data groupgi

fi fraction of the network bandwidth of a physical broadcast channel to
be allocated to data itemdi

G set of data groups
Gj set of data groups associated with broadcast channelcj

|Gj | cardinality ofGj

|gj | cardinality of thej-th data group ofG
|gj,k| cardinality of thek-th data group ofGj

gj j-th data group ofG
gj,k k-th data group ofGj

K number of data groups inGj

L number of data groups inRj

λj number of MIBCs contained in an MBC of physical broadcast channel
cj

li length of thei-th data item
M number of groups and channels inG andC, respectively
N number of data items inD
pi demand probability of thei-th data item
Rj set of groups associated with broadcast channelcj

Sj MIBC size of broadcast channelcj in terms of data items
si average spacing between two consecutive instances of thei-th data

item
si,j spacing between thej-th andj+1-th instance of data itemdi

wi average wait time encountered by a client to receive thei-th data item
Zj sum of the product of the demand probabilitypi and the average spac-

ing si of each data item belonging to groupGj

Table 1.Summary of notations.

4 The FlexSched Scheduling Algorithm

4.1 Analysis of Average Access Time

The FlexSched scheduling algorithm is designed to enable mobile clients to retrieve
the disseminated data efficiently, i.e., with low access latency. The access latency of
a requested data itemdi is equal to the time elapsed between the moment the client
starts seeking for a data item in the broadcast stream until the moment it gets that item.
The overall average access time, denotedAT , is defined as the average waiting time
encountered by a mobile client averaged over all data items.More precisely,

AT =

N∑

i=1

pi · wi, (4)
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whereN denotes the number of distinct data items which are disseminated,pi rep-
resents the probability of a data itemdi being requested by a mobile client, andwi

denotes the average wait time encountered by a mobile clientneeding to inspect data
item di. Recall that the average access time can be minimized when all instances of
a data item are equally spaced apart, i.e., the periodicity property is not violated. The
spacing between two instances of data itemdi is defined as the time elapsed between
the transmission of the first and second instance of data itemdi. Let si,j denote the
spacing between thej-th instance of data itemdi and the next instance of the same
data item with1 6 j 6 bf int

j,k . Notice that after thebf int
j,k -th instance of data itemdi

is disseminated, the next instance ofdi broadcast is again the first instance ofdi in its
next broadcast cycle. Since we do not allow different spacings between consecutive in-
stances of the same data item, the average spacingsi denotes the spacing for data item
di. That is,si,j = si for eachj with 1 6 j 6 bf int

j,k . If we assume that a client is
equally likely to request data itemdi at any instance of time, then its average access
latencywi = si/2. Therefore, the overall average access time is given by:

AT =
1

2

N∑

i=1

pi · si. (5)

4.2 The Algorithm in Steps

To present the FlexSched scheduling scheme, we take a top-down approach and start
by depicting an abstract overview of our procedure by which the broadcast program is
constructed. Figure 1 gives a low-level abstraction of the FlexSched algorithm and all
of its individual steps will be discussed hereafter.

Sorting data items
Assigning data

items to physical
channels

Transforming
probabilities into

frequencies

Partitioning data
items into groups

Merging
neighboring groups
acc. to their access

latencies

Mapping broadcast
frequencies of

merged groups to a
schedule

Data items with
access probability

Sorted list of data
itemsStep 1

Groups of data
items

Step 2

Frequencies of
data items

Step 3

Singleton groups

Step 4

Merged groups of
data items

Step 5
Broadcast
schedule

Step 6

Fig. 1.Building the broadcast schedule.

Steps 1 and 2.FlexSched initially uses anO(N log N) sorting algorithm such
as Quicksort in order to put the setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items in a
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descending order of their demand probabilities (Step 1). The resulting sorted se-
quenceS = 〈d1, d2, . . . , dn〉 of N data items is then partitioned into an ordered set
G = {g1, g2, . . . , gm} of M groups, whereby each groupgj with 1 6 j 6 m is asso-
ciated with a physical broadcast channelcj with bandwidth capacitybcj , by applying
Algorithm 1. The output of Algorithm 1 is a segmentation

d1, . . . , db1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g1

, db1+1, . . . , db2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g2

, . . . , dbm−1+1, . . . , dn
︸ ︷︷ ︸

gm

with pbi
> pbj

wheneverbi < bj (Step 2).

Algorithm 1 : Procedure to assign data items to physical broadcast channels

BC ←−PM

j=1
bcj ; // determine overall available bandwidth capacity1

j ←− 1; // initialize data group index to 12

bcalloc
j ←− 0; // set the amount of allocated bandwidth of broadcast channelcj to 03

foreachdata itemdi in sequenceS in descending orderdo4

if bcalloc
j <

bcj

BC
then5

bcalloc
j ←− bcalloc

j +
√

pi
P

N
j=1

√
pj

; // allocate channel bandwidth for data itemdi6

assigndi to data groupgj7

else8

j ←− j + 1; // increment data group index by 19

bcalloc
j ←− 0 // reinitialize bandwidth allocation variable with 010

Steps 3 and 4.According to the square-root rule, the minimum overall dataaccess
latency is achieved when the spacing for each data itemdi is inversely proportional to√

pi. This implies that, for optimal performance, a data itemdi ∈ gj should be dissem-
inated with a relative broadcast frequencybfopt

i being proportional to
√

pi/
√

pbj−1+1,
wherepbj−1+1 is the demand probability of data itemdbj−1+1 that has the highest de-
mand probability among the data items of groupgj . This observation is exploited by
FlexSched and in Step 3 of the algorithm, it calculates for each groupgj ∈ G and
each data itemdi ∈ gj with bj−1+1 < i < bj the item’s relative optimal broadcast fre-
quencybfopt

i w.r.t. the broadcast frequency of data itemdbj−1+1. That is, each data item
di ∈ gj is assigned an optimal relative broadcast frequencybfopt

i with 0 < bfopt
i 6 1.

Thereafter, FlexSched once again partitions the data itemsdbj−1+1, dbj−1+2, . . . , dbj

collected in each groupgj ∈ G into an ordered setGj = {gj,1, gj,2, . . . , gj,k} of K
singleton groups, whereK denotes the cardinality ofGj (Step 4). That is, each data
itemdi ∈ gj is assigned to its own groupgj,k with 1 6 k 6 |gj | and the group’s initial
broadcast frequencybf int

j,k is set to 1. Additionally, FlexSched keeps track ofgj,k ’s opti-

mal relative broadcast frequencybfopt
j,k and its demand probabilitypj,k which are equal

to di’s optimal relative broadcast frequencybfopt
i and demand probabilitypi, respec-

tively. We follow the approach of initially assigning to each singleton groupgj,k ∈ Gj
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an integer-valued broadcast frequency of 1 (even if that value might be orders of mag-
nitude higher than its optimal one) since it allows for instant generation of a perfectly
periodic broadcast schedule. More importantly, however, by using such an opportunis-
tic assignment approach, FlexSched is able to produce an initial “seed” schedule upon
which further refinements can be made.

Step 5.Obviously, the initial seed schedule turns automatically into the final sched-
ule when the demand probabilities of the data items are uniformly distributed overD.
For skewed demand probabilities, however, the initial seed schedule performs poorly
and therefore, needs to be improved. The reason the initial schedule produces less
than optimal performance results under skewed access conditions is related to the fact
that there is typically a large gap between a group’s optimalbroadcast frequency and
its nearest integer-valued broadcast frequency. That is, the probability of data group
gj,k ∈ Gj having an associated integer-valued broadcast frequencybf int

j,k being equal

to its optimal broadcast frequencybfopt
j,k is usually small. This observation motivates us

to use agroup merging approachto solve the data scheduling problem since it helps
reducing the discrepancy between a group’s optimal relative broadcast frequency and
its nearest integer-valued one in a simple and direct way. A straightforward approach
would be to merge a pair of adjacent data groups whenever the difference between
their optimal relative broadcast frequencies and their nearest integer-valued broadcast
frequencies decreases by merging them. However, using sucha heuristic may lead to
suboptimal merging decisions as the following example shows.

Example 1.Let δi denote the absolute difference between the optimal relative broadcast
frequencybfopt

i and the nearest integer-valued broadcast frequencybf int
i of data group

gi and letbfopt
i,j denote the sum of the optimal relative broadcast frequencies bfopt

i and

bfopt
j of data groupsgi andgj , respectively. Further, the nearest integer-valued broad-

cast frequency ofbfopt
i,j is represented bybf int

i,j and the absolute difference between

bfopt
i,j andbf int

i,j is denoted byδi,j . Now suppose the broadcast program consists of a
setD = {d1, d2, d3, andd4} of 4 data items with the associated demand probabilities
of p1 = 0.4, p2 = 0.3, p3 = 0.2, andp4 = 0.1, respectively. Given those demand prob-
abilities, the optimal relative broadcast frequencies of the data items arebfopt

1 = 1.0,
bfopt

2 = 0.87, bfopt
3 = 0.71, and,bfopt

4 = 0.5, respectively, and their nearest integer-
valued broadcast frequencies are obviously 1. At the beginning of the merging proce-
dure, the broadcast schedule would consist of a setG = {g1, g2, g3, and g4} of 4
data groups with the data items 1–4 associated to them. According to the merge criteria
specified above, the algorithm would first merge groupsg3 andg4 into data groupg3,4

sinceδ3,4 < δ3 + δ4 (0.21 < 0.29 + 0.50). This merge step would reduce the average
access time of the initial schedule from 2 to 1.95 data items.In the second iteration
of the merge loop, groupsg2 andg3,4 would then be grouped together to form group
g2,3,4 becauseδ2,3,4 < δ2 + δ3,4 (0.08 < 0.13 + 0.21). It is easy to see that the last
merge step violates the equal-spacing assumption since|g2,3,4| is 3 andbf int

2,3,4 is 2. As
a side effect, the average access time of the schedule increases to 2.1 data items, which
is about 10% higher than before.

Based on the insights gained from Example 1, FlexSched abstains from using a broad-
cast frequency-based approach for making merging decisions. It rather uses anaccess
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latency-based approachto decide whether to merge a pair of neighboring data groups
or not. More specifically, FlexSched verifies for each pair (gj,i, gj,j) of neighboring data
groups ofGj whether merging the pair would improve the average access latency of the
broadcast schedule. If so, the pair qualifies for merging; otherwise not. In contrast to the
heuristic method given above, FlexSched always decides on the basis oftwo pairsof
neighboring groups (with one group being element of both pairs) whether to merge one
of them or better to leave them as they are. That is, whenever FlexSched evaluates the
impact of merging neighboring groupsgj,i andgj,j on the overall system performance,
it also analyzes the effect of merging adjacent groupsgj,j andgj,k. The intuition behind
such a strategy is to prevent the scheduling algorithm from merging the pair (gj,i, gj,j)
even though the performance benefit of putting the pair (gj,j , gj,k) together would be
even greater.

Algorithm 2 : Merging procedure of the FlexSched scheduling algorithm

Zj ←− 0; Sj ←− 0; // initialize globally scoped variablesZj andSj with 01

foreach singleton groupgj,k of setGj do2

bfopt

j,k ←−
√

pj,k√
pj,bj−1+1

; // calculate opt. relative broadcast frequency of groupgj,k3

bf int
j,k ←− 1; // set integer-valued broadcast frequency of groupgj,k to 14

sj,k ←− spacing(|gj,k|, bf int
j,k ); /* assign the inter-arrival time between two instances5

of the same data item of groupgj,k to sj,k */
Zj ←− Zj + sj,k · pj,k; // add the product ofsj,k andpj,k to Zj6

Sj ←− Sj + 1 // increment MIBC size by 17

repeat8

for k ←− 4; k 6 |Gj |; k ←− k + 2 do9

bf int
k−2,k−1 ←− round(bfopt

k−2
+ bfopt

k−1
);10

bf int
k−1,k ←− round(bfopt

k−1
+ bfopt

k );11

∆k−2,k−1 ←− deltaAT(bf int
k−2, bf int

k−1, bf int
k−2,k−1, |gj,k−2|, |gj,k−1|, pk−2,12

pk−1);
∆k−1,k ←− deltaAT(bf int

k−1, bf int
k , bf int

k−1,k, |gj,k−1|, |gj,k|, pk−1, pk);13

if evalMergePair(∆k−2,k−1, ∆k−1,k, |gj,k−2|+ |gj,k−1|, bf int
k−2,k−1) then14

pj,k−2 ←− pj,k−2 + pj,k−1; // calculate access probability of groupgj,k−215

bfopt

k−2
←− bfopt

k−2
+ bfopt

k−1
; /* determine opt. relative broadcast frequency16

of groupgj,k−2 */
Zj ←− Zk−2,k−1; // updateZj after merging groupsgj,k−2 andgj,k−117

Sj ←− Sk−2,k−1 // updateSj after merging groupsgj,k−2 andgj,k−118

if evalMergePair(∆k−1,k, ∆k−2,k−1, |gj,k−1|+ |gj,k|, bf int
k−1,k) then19

pj,k−1 ←− pj,k−1 + pj,k; // calculate access probability of groupgj,k−120

bfopt

k−1
←− bfopt

k−1
+ bfopt

k ; /* determine opt. relative broadcast frequency of21

groupgj,k−1 */
Zj ←− Zk−1,k; // updateZj after merging groupsgj,k−1 andgj,k22

Sj ←− Sk−1,k; // updateSj after merging groupsgj,k−1 andgj,k23

k ←− k + 1 // increment data group index by 124

until (no pair of adjacent data groups has been merged during the last loop iteration)25
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In what follows, we will describe our merging algorithm in more detail and we refer
the reader to Algorithms 2 and 3 for the complete pseudocode of the merge procedure.
The merging algorithm is divided into two main steps: (a) initiation step and (b) merge
step. In theinitiation step(lines 1–7), the algorithm initializes the global variables Sj

andZj whose product, if divided by 2, corresponds to the average access latency of
the broadcast schedule. At this initial stage of the algorithm, FlexSched also determines
for each groupgj,k ∈ Gj its optimal relative broadcast frequencybfopt

j,k and it sets the
respective group’s integer-valued broadcast frequencybf int

j,k to 1.

Algorithm 3 : Auxiliary functions of the merging procedure

/* function which determines the inter-arrival time between two consecutive instances of
the same data item of a groupgj,k */

function spacing(|gj,k|, bf int
j,k )1

begin2

return
|gj,k|
bfint

j,k
3

end4

/* function which calculates the difference in the average access latency of a broadcast
schedule before and after merging data groupsgj,k−1 andgj,k */

function deltaAT(bf int
k−1, bf int

k , bf int
k−1,k, |gj,k−1|, |gj,k|, pk−1, pk)5

begin6

sk−1 ←− spacing(|gj,k−1|, bf int
k−1);7

sk ←− spacing(|gj,k|, bf int
k );8

sk−1,k ←− spacing((|gj,k−1|+ |gj,k|), bf int
k−1,k);9

Zk−1,k ←− Zj − (sk−1 · pk−1+sk · pk)+sk−1,k · (pk−1 + pk);10

Sk−1,k ←− Sj − (bf int
k−1 + bf int

k ) + bf int
k−1,k;11

AT ←− (Sj · Zj)/2;12

ATk−1,k ←− (Sk−1,k · Zk−1,k)/2;13

return AT −ATk−1,k14

end15

// function to evaluate and, if judged beneficial, to merge data groupsgj,i andgj,j

function evalMergePair(∆i,j , ∆j,k, |gj,i+j |, bf int
j,i+j)16

begin17

if ∆i,j > 0 and ∆i,j > ∆j,k and (|gj,i+j | mod bf int
j,i+j) = 0 then18

merge groupgj,i with gj,j by adding each itemdi ∈ gj,j to gj,i;19

delete groupgj,j ;20

return true // merging of groupsgj,i andgj,j was successful21

else22

return false // merging of groupsgj,i andgj,j was not successful23

end24

Hereafter, themerge stepis performed (lines 8–25). The merge procedure is imple-
mented as a conditional loop which is active as long as at least one pair of adjacent data
groups is merged during an entire merge loop iteration. To decide on merging data
groups, FlexSched considers triples(gj,k−2, gj,k−1, gj,k) of successive data groups.
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Clearly, each such triple contains two pairs of adjacent data groups(gj,k−2, gj,k−1)
and(gj,k−1, gj,k), and, therefore, each such pair is regarded as a merging candidate by
FlexSched. For each of the two merging candidate pairs(gj,k−2, gj,k−1) and(gj,k−1,
gj,k), FlexSched then verifies whether merging them has a favorable, unfavorable, or
even no effect at all on the overall system performance.

To do that, FlexSched performs awhat-if analysis. In lines 10–24 of the algorithm,
the what-if scenario of merging groups(gj,k−2, gj,k−1) and (gj,k−1, gj,k), respec-
tively, is explored and its effect on various performance-critical scheduling parameters
is quantified. More specifically, for each pair of adjacent data groups(gj,k−2, gj,k−1)
and(gj,k−1, gj,k), FlexSched first computes their optimal relative broadcastfrequen-
cies bf int

k−2,k−1
and bf int

k−1,k (lines 10–11), and determines then the difference be-
tween the overall average access time of the schedule beforeand after merging groups
(gj,k−2, gj,k−1) and (gj,k−1, gj,k), respectively (lines 12–13). The latter operation is
carried out by the functiondeltaAT()being presented in Algorithm 3. Based on these
accumulated data, FlexSched then decides by using the auxiliary functionevalMerge-
Pair() whether to merge data groups(gj,k−2, gj,k−1) and(gj,k−1, gj,k), respectively, or
better keep them all split apart. FlexSched will decide to merge the pair(gj,k−2, gj,k−1)
(and(gj,k−1, gj,k), respectively), if all of the following conditions hold (see also line 18
of Algorithm 3):

– the overall average access time of the broadcast schedule decreases by merging data
groupsgj,k−2 andgj,k−1 (gj,k−1 andgj,k),

– the reduction in average access latency is larger for merging groupsgj,k−2 and
gj,k−1 (gj,k−1 andgj,k), than for groupsgj,k−1 andgj,k (gj,k−2 andgj,k−1), and

– the equal-spacing assumption will not be violated by merging gj,k−2 andgj,k−1

(gj,k−1 andgj,k).

Step 6. Once FlexSched finds out that no more adjacent data groups ofGj are
eligible for merging, it proceeds by constructing the broadcast schedule for physical
broadcast channelcj . For this purpose, FlexSched applies Algorithm 4 which firstlog-
ically divides the broadcast program intoλj MIBCs and then transmits data items one
at a time from the data groups belonging toRj in a round-robin fashion. Due to the
iterative nature of the algorithm, it produces an infinite periodic schedule unless either
the broadcast contents or the demand probability distribution of the data items changes.
Notice that we use the notationRj instead ofGj in Algorithm 4 to emphasize the fact
that the setRj = {gj,1, gj,2 . . . , gj,l} of L data groups contains only a subset of those
K data groups originally contained inGj prior to performing the merge procedure, i.e.,
L 6 K.

4.3 Properties of the Algorithm

Before we evaluate the performance of FlexSched in comparison to other state-of-the-
art scheduling algorithms, we briefly summarize the main properties of the algorithm:

– A crucial property of the FlexSched algorithm is that it usesa partitioning ap-
proach to divide the scheduling problem into a number of sub-problems which can
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Algorithm 4 : Procedure to construct the broadcast schedule

λj ←− max
∀gj,k∈Rj

|gj,k|
bfint

j,k

; // calculate how many MIBCs are contained in an MBC
1

repeat2

for i←− 0 to λj − 1 do3

// construct the broadcast schedule of thei + 1-th MIBC
foreachdata groupgj,k in setRj do4

// select which items of groupgj,k are to be broadcast in thei + 1-th MIBC
for j ←− 1; j 6 bf int

j,k ; j ←− j + 1 do5

k ←− (i · bf int
j,k ) mod |gj,k|;6

if k + j > |gj,k| then7

k ←− (k + j)− |gj,k|8

else9

k ←− k + j10

broadcastk-th data item of data groupgj,k11

until (broadcast contentsor demand probability distribution has changed)12

be solved independently from each other. Remember in Step 2 of the FlexSched
algorithm the setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items is partitioned intoM data
groups with each data groupgj being associated to a physical broadcast channels
cj . At this early stage of the algorithm, the scheduling problem is divided intoM
sub-problems which are mutually independent. As a result, the subsequent steps
of the FlexSched algorithm (i.e., Steps 3–6) can be easilyparallelizedon multi-
processor systems with both shared and distributed memory.

– Another beneficial property of FlexSched is that it producesperfectly periodic
schedules, i.e., it obeys theequal-spacing assumption. As mentioned above, pe-
riodicity is not only a very desirable property from the access latency perspective,
but also from the point of view of indexing the broadcast program to reduce the
power expenditure of mobile devices. The issue of building energy-efficient in-
dexes and using them is remarkably simplified if instances ofdata items are spaced
equally since each data item appears with a well-known frequency in the program
and, more importantly, exactly at the same relative time within a time period.

– As for the computational complexity of FlexSched, we can state that Algorithms 1
and 4 run in time bounded byO(N), whereN is the number of data items to
be broadcast. The running time of the merging procedure (Algorithms 2 and 3)
strongly depends on the number of data groups being merged during a single iter-
ation of the algorithm’s loop. The worst case behavior for FlexSched occurs when
only one pair of adjacent data groups is merged per iteration. The running time is
then expressed by the recurrence relationT (N) = max16q6N−1(T (q)) + O(N),
which obviously has solutionT (N) = O(N2). In the best case, each data group
is merged with any of its neighboring groups during an iteration. The recurrence
is then given byT (N) = max16q6N/2(T (q)) + O(N), resulting in the best case
running time ofT (N) = O(N). For the average case, suppose that half of the data
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groups are merged within a single iteration of the merge loop. The recurrence re-
lation is then defined byT (N) = max16q63N/4(T (q)) + O(N), which yields an
average running time ofT (N) = O(N log N).

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present simulation results for FlexSched and a number of other
scheduling algorithms which will be briefly described below. If not otherwise stated,
in each simulation the number of data items disseminated by the broadcast server is
assumed to be 100,000 and the number of available physical broadcast channels is set
to 4. Similar to other researchers [2, 3, 8, 17], we assume that the demand probability
follows a Zipf distribution [36] with the parameterθ set to 0.8, meaning that approxi-
mately 75% of all requests apply to 25% of the database which approximately equals
the data reference behavior created by Web and database applications [5, 11]. Note that
in Zipf distribution, the probability of accessing thei-th most popular object is:

pi =
( 1

i )
θ

∑N
j=1

( 1

j )θ
, 1 6 i 6 N , (6)

whereN is the number of data items to be transfered by the broadcast server andθ is
the skewness parameter.

To measure the access and scheduling efficiency of the scheduling algorithms to
be evaluated, we use the following two performance metrics:(a) the overall average
access latency experienced by mobile clients for responding to data requests and (b) the
number of splitting/merging alternatives being examined by the respective scheduling
algorithm in order to find the most appropriate partition/segmentation that incurs the
lowest costs. While the access latency is a good indicator forthe access efficiency of the
broadcast schedule, the number of different splitting/merging alternatives being tested
is used to quantify the scheduling efficiency of the algorithms.

To evaluate the performance of FlexSched in comparison to other scheduling al-
gorithms, we additionally implemented the following threemulti-channel scheduling
schemes: (a) CascadedWebcasting (Casc) [17], (b) Variant Fanout with ConstraintK
(VFK) [23], and (c) Dichotomic [4]. Although the studied algorithms try to solve the
data scheduling problem in different ways, they all use either a top-down or bottom-up
approach to allocate the data items to the available broadcast channels and to subse-
quently generate the broadcast schedule.

The Cascscheme is a bottom-up scheme and uses the simplest approach among
the three scheduling algorithms to build the broadcast schedule. In the initiation phase
of the scheme, the setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items is partitioned into a
setP = {p1, p2, . . . , pv} of V data groups with cardinalities20, 21, . . . , and2v−1,
respectively. Notice that the cardinality of thev-th, i.e., last data group may be higher
than2v−1. This will be the case if the numberN of data items is not equal to2v − 1
and it falls into the interval2v −1 < N < 2v+1−1. Then, Casc appends the remaining
r = N − (2v − 1) data items to thev-th data group. Hereafter, theV seed partitions are
greedily concatenated inV − M merging steps, whereM again represents the number
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of broadcast channels. At thei-th merging step, the algorithm examinesV − i − 1
merging alternatives and selects the one incurring the lowest cost increase. It is easy to
see that the runtime complexity of Casc is upper-bounded byO(N (log2(N) − M2))
with O(N) being the dominating cost factor.

Similar to Casc,VFK is a heuristic algorithm which adopts a top-down approach to
minimize the expected access latency of the data items in thebroadcast program. VFK

transforms the problem of allocating the setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items to
the availableM broadcast channels into one of constructing a channel allocation tree
with variant-fanout. The algorithm starts by attaching alldata items to the root node of
the allocation tree, i.e., all data items are initially assigned to the first broadcast channel.
Then iteratively, VFK chooses the broadcast channel which incurs the highest average
access latency and partitions its contents into two groups.This is done by using a par-
titioning procedure which selects among the set of possiblepartitions the one which
maximizes the reduction gain achieved by attaching the newly created group to a new
child node of the allocation tree, i.e., a new unallocated broadcast channel. The partition
procedure repeats until all available broadcast channels are allocated, i.e., the height of
the allocation tree has increased from 1 toM , whereM is the number of available
broadcast channels. The runtime cost of choosing the partition with the maximal cost
reduction isM · O(M log M) and that of partitioning isM · O(N). Consequently, the
runtime complexity of VFK is M · (O(M log M) + O(N)), whereM · O(N) is the
dominating cost factor.

TheDichotomicscheme is a dynamic programming algorithm which is based on the
DP algorithm [34], reducing its time complexity fromO(N2 M) to O(N M log N).
To find an optimal solution for the problem of partitioningN data items intoM groups
such that the overall access latency of the schedule is minimized, the Dichotomic al-
gorithm uses twoN × M matricesA andB, where entryAn,m (with n 6 N and
m 6 M ) of the first matrix contains the scheduling costsAT opt

n,m of the optimal solu-
tion of grouping data itemsd1, d2, . . . , dn into m channels and the entryBn,m contains
the final border of the partitioning solution correspondingto entryAn,m. Note that the
final border of a segmentation

d1, . . . , db1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g1

, db1+1, . . . , db2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g2

, . . . , dbm−1+1, . . . , dN
︸ ︷︷ ︸

gm

of setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of N data items intoM groups is the index of the last
item that belongs to the last but one group (gm−1), i.e.,bm−1. Entries of both matrices
are filled up row by row and the entries of each row are being determined and inserted
in stages. At thei-th stage,2i−1 entries of a row are calculated. Thus, all entries of a
row are filled in⌈log N⌉ stages. The total number of calculations involved in fillingup
the entries of a particular stage are bounded byO(N). Since the algorithm is executed
in ⌈log N⌉ stages and both matrices consists ofM rows, the runtime complexity is
obviously given byO(N M log N).

To be able to assess the quality of the solutions obtained by FlexSched and the other
three scheduling algorithms, we compare them to the optimaloverall average access
time, denoted byAT opt, which is obtained by the following formula:
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AT opt =
1

2
·

(
∑N

i=1

√
pi

)2

∑M
j=1

bcj

mink={1,2,...,M} bck

. (7)

Notice thatAT opt is derived by assuming that the equal-spacing assumption holds.
Remember that this assumption cannot always be realized, soAT opt represents a lower
bound on the achievable overall average access time. Noticealso that the value ofAT opt

in the equation above is normalized relative to the physicalbroadcast channel with the
lowest bandwidth capacity to take account of possible variations in the capacity of the
channels.

5.1 Experiment 1. Effect of the Database Size

In the first experiment, we studied the effect of changing thesize of the database on the
average access latency of the broadcast program. Thereby, the number of data items to
be broadcast by the server was varied from 1,000 to 200,000. Figure 2 shows the results
of this experiment. By inspecting the results, we observe that the average access latency
of FlexSched is always very close to the optimal value. The performance gap between
AT opt and FlexSched is not more than 3% for any database size examined. In addition,
the average access latency of FlexSched is, on average, 9% and 11% lower than that of
Dichotomic and VFK, respectively. The reason for FlexSched’s outperformancew.r.t.
the other scheduling algorithms is the fact that it uses skewed scheduling per broadcast
channel, whereas Dichotomic, VFK, and Casc rely on flat scheduling. Remember that
in flat scheduling the data items are transmitted in a round-robin fashion with each data
item being allotted one time slot per MBC. Such scheduling behavior obviously leads
to a waste of channel bandwidth when the distribution of the demand probabilities of
the data items is non-uniform.
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Fig. 2. Increase in average access latency compared toAT opt for various sizes of the database.

5.2 Experiment 2. Effect of the Degree of Data Access Skewness

In order to study the effect of skewness in the distribution of the demand probabilities
of the data items on the performance characteristics of the scheduling algorithms, we
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varied the value of the Zipfian parameterθ in the range from 0.1 to 0.9 with increments
of 0.2. Figure 3 shows the results of this experiment. It can be seen that whenθ is small
(i.e., θ 6 0.3), the performance of all four scheduling algorithms, except for Casc, is
fairly close to the optimal valueAT opt. With increasing skewness in the distribution of
the demand probabilities (i.e.,θ > 0.3), however, the performance of all four scheduling
algorithms starts to deteriorate relative toAT opt. At the same time, a performance gap
between FlexSched and the other broadcast schedulers begins to emerge which further
widens asθ increases. For example, forθ = 0.5, the performance penalty of Dichotomic
and VFK schemes relative to FlexSched is less than 1%, whereas forθ = 0.9, the
relative performance gap widens to around 12% and 14%, respectively. The reason for
the increasingly poorer performance of the other scheduling algorithms with increasing
θ values is again related to the adoption of different scheduling approaches (flat vs.
skewed).
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Fig. 3. Increase in average access latency compared toAT opt for various values of the Zipfian
parameterθ.

5.3 Experiment 3. Effect of the Number of Physical BroadcastChannels

Next, we studied the effect of the number of available broadcast channels on the
scheduling performance of the various broadcast schedulers. To this end, we varied
the number of physical broadcast channels from 1 to 8. As can be seen from Figure 4,
the number of available broadcast channels has a significantimpact on both the abso-
lute and relative performance behavior of the scheduling algorithms. As the number of
broadcast channels increases, the average access latencies of the broadcast system de-
creases since more and more data items can be transmitted pertime unit. From Figure 4
one also observes that the performance difference between FlexSched and the other
three scheduling algorithms decreases with increasing numbers of broadcast channels.
For example, if only a single broadcast channel is available, the relative performance
penalty (i.e., the increase in average access latency) of using Dichotomic and VFK

instead of FlexSched is about 55%; however, if the data itemsare spread over eight
broadcast channels, the relative performance advantage ofFlexSched compared to Di-
chotomic and VFK decreases to values of 4% and 10%, respectively. The narrowing gap
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in the relative performance of the scheduling algorithms can be explained by the fact
that the advantage of skewed over flat scheduling gradually decreases as the number of
available broadcast channels grows.
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Fig. 4. Increase in average access latency compared toAT opt for various numbers of available
broadcast channels.

5.4 Experiment 4. Runtime Overhead

In the last experiment, we investigated the scheduling costs incurred by the different
broadcasting algorithms. To ensure a fair comparison and toabstract from implemen-
tation details specific to particular algorithms, we use themetric “number of split-
ting/merging alternatives examined” as the measure for quantifying the actual runtime
costs of the algorithms. Figure 5(a) shows the runtime costsof the studied algorithms
for various sizes of the database. As expected from the time complexity analysis of the
algorithms, Casc has the lowest CPU overhead among the four data schedulers. Casc is
followed by FlexSched whose runtime costs are, on average, 25% and 96% lower than
those of the VFK and Dichotomic schemes, respectively.

Finally, Figure 5(b) illustrates the change in runtime costs when the number of
available broadcast channels is altered. In the single-channel case, the computational
overhead of Casc, VFK, and Dichotomic is zero as data items do not need to be spread
among multiple broadcast channels. This situation instantly changes, however, as more
broadcast channels become available. Under those circumstances, the computational
overhead of the other algorithms, with the exception of Casc, tends to be higher than
that of FlexSched. In addition to that, we observe that the runtime overhead of Di-
chotomic and VFK increases as the number of available broadcast channels increases,
while the opposite is true for FlexSched and Casc. This is because the runtime costs of
Dichotomic and VFK are driven by both the database size and the number of broadcast
channels, while the computational overhead of Casc and FlexSched is tied primarily to
the database size.
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Fig. 5. Number of splitting/merging alternatives examined as a function of the (a) database size
and (b) number of available broadcast channels.

6 Summary

In this paper, we studied the problem of constructing latency-minimal perfectly periodic
broadcast schedules for multi-channel broadcast environments when the data items are
equal-sized and their access probabilities are a priori known by the broadcast server.
We presented a new scheduling algorithm, called FlexSched,which is built upon the
concepts of skewed data allocation and skewed data scheduling to minimize the aver-
age access latency of the corresponding broadcast program.In order to evaluate the cost
efficiency of FlexSched, we analyzed its runtime complexityand compared it against
the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms. We also analyzed its scheduling performance
in a comparative study and conducted a sensitivity analysison several simulation pa-
rameters, including the database size, the number of available broadcast channels, and
the skewness in the distribution of the demand probabilities of the data items. Our per-
formance evaluation has proven FlexSched to outperform theexisting scheduling algo-
rithms under a wide range of system settings and workload conditions and to provide
performance results very close to the optimum. Due to is low average runtime com-
plexity and good performance characteristics, FlexSched turns out to be a very well
suited approach to solving the data allocation and scheduling problem in both single
and multi-channel broadcast systems.
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